Nomination for Election as Fellow
of the
Indian National Science Academy

in the following New Categories:
(i) **Scientists working in Technology Missions of National Importance**
(ii) **Scholars in History and Philosophy of Science**

The contributions of nominees in (i) should be such that there has been a major impact on technological development at the national/international level, with clear evidence that this has contributed to the way in which science is done in the country.

Philosophers and historians of science have an important role to play in setting the record straight, in helping us to see our development as a culture and as a nation, and therefore the levels of scholarship and contribution both need to be outstanding. The nominee should have made a significant difference to how the practice of science is viewed by scientists and non-scientists alike.

*The undersigned #Fellows of the Indian National Science Academy propose and second the following scientist/scholar as a candidate for election as Fellow of the Academy in these categories:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Nominee:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed by</td>
<td>Seconded by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name:</td>
<td>Name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature:</td>
<td>Signature:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified from personal knowledge: Yes/No</td>
<td>Certified from personal knowledge: Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks (if any)</td>
<td>Remarks (if any)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For Office use*

The nomination paper along with reprints and other documents on being received at the Office of the Indian National Science Academy, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110002, shall be recorded, with the date of receipt in the book to be kept for the purpose.

Date of Receipt:

Whether considered earlier: Yes/No

If yes, Years of consideration:

Authorized Signatory

*Each nominee shall be proposed by a Fellow on this form and shall certify from personal knowledge of his/her attainments in either of these categories.*

*including Indian, Pravasi and Foreign Fellows.*
(Form of undertaking by nominee)

To

The President
Indian National Science Academy
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg
New Delhi-110002

Dear President,

I agree to be admitted to the Indian National Science Academy as a FELLOW if elected in accordance with the by-laws as they now stand or the by-laws that may come into force after any amendments, as per rules in future.

______________________________________________
Signature of nominee with date
1. Name in full:
   *(Surname followed by forenames)*
2. Date of Birth:
3. Nationality:
4. Field of Specialization:
5. Designation:

6. Address
   (a) Official:
   (b) Residential:
      Tel:                Fax:                
      Mobile:            E-mail:               

7. Category in which nominee belongs to (please tick only one):
   (i) Scientists working in Technology Missions of National significance
   (ii) Scholars in the History and Philosophy of Science

8. Academic career and professional attainments: The proposer is requested to furnish, under this head, all information regarding the nominee’s academic qualifications and distinctions.

   (a) Degree
      Institution          Year          Remarks
      ________________________________________________
      ________________________________________________

   (b) Positions Held to date
      Institution          From (yyyy)    To (yyyy)  Remarks
      ________________________________________________
      ________________________________________________

   (c) Awards/ Special Attainments
      ________________________________________________
   
   (d) Intellectual property, technological innovations may be mentioned
      ________________________________________________
   
   (e) Other relevant information
      ________________________________________________

9. A critical analysis highlighting the most significant contributions of the nominee: (If necessary, attach additional sheets).
   ________________________________________________
10. A brief statement in about 200 words, regarding the most significant contributions of the nominee. The impact of the contributions at the national/international level in respect of area (i), and for area (ii) the level of scholarship should be highlighted. Important publications and policy papers or books may be specifically listed.

Please note that information beyond 200 words is liable to be deleted in the Book of Nominations – which is circulated to the Fellows. The list of Important publications and policy papers or books will be over and above the 200 words write up.

11. A 50-word citation highlighting the work of the nominee in support of a claim to the Fellowship of the INSA. (This will be in addition to 200 word write-up required for Book of Nomination):

12. Provide a list of 3 experts along with contact information (including email address) who are leaders in the Nominee’s Field. There is no geographical restriction in selecting the names of experts.

13. Publications, patents and copyrighted material of the nominee (enclose one set of reprints):
Please attach up-to-date list of publications/patents/copyrighted material. List separately (a) research papers published in full, (b) short research papers, (c) scientific reviews, (d) articles (not abstracts) published in seminars, symposia, conference volumes, (e) chapters contributed to books, (f) books-authored or edited, (g) other publications/reports and (h) patents and copyrighted material. Mark the significant publications and licensed patents and copyrighted material with an asterisk. The Scholar working in History of Science may also provide list of review / critics / riposte done on nominee’s publications

IMPORTANT

Proposers may please ensure that the nomination form is duly completed and information as required by the Academy is sent along with both in hard copy and in CD.

- The Nomination is to be signed by two Fellows. Of these, at least one should certify from personal knowledge the attainments of the nominee.
- Form of Undertaking by Nominee must be submitted in the given format after duly filled and signed by the nominee.
- One hard copy along with a soft copy with Items 1 to 13 only in a CD in MS-Word format, is required.
- The nomination is to be returned duly completed in all respects by the Proposer or the Seconder or by any other Fellow to the Executive Director, Indian National Science Academy, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi 110 002.
- Nominations not complete in all respects and not accompanied by a List of Publications (including important publications and policy papers or books) and one set of reprints are liable to be rejected.
- All entries in the nomination form should be completed.
- For election to the Fellowship work done in India should be given primary importance.